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Get a CUSTOM fit
Bullard Fire Helmets offer the most comfort  
adjustments to give you the perfect fit.

The EASY way to custom fit your new Bullard helmet

➀   Try on your fire helmet. Check the initial balance, fit and comfort by rotating your head.

➁   Remove the Ear/Neck Protector and pop the gray colored  
U Channel (Figure 1) away from the black inner liner. 

➂   You will notice there are three positions on the gray  
U Channel: A, B and C (figure 1). Each of those tabs will 
affect the location of the ratchet by approximately 1 inch.  
  Position A:  For the suspension to sit lower  

on your head
    Position B or C: For the suspension to sit higher  

on your head 

➃   Now, you’re ready to press the U Channel back on the posts of the 
black liner. Notice there are two heights available (Figure 1). These 
affect the forward/backward/level balance of the helmet, so try them 
both to see which makes for a better fit. The lower holes (on the 
bottom of the U) allow the suspension to sit lower on your head;  
the higher holes allow the suspension to sit higher on your head.

➄   Place it back on your head and adjust the ratchet. If this is the 
desired feel, replace the Ear/Neck Protector and you’re ready to go. 

➅   Additional customization: Remove the front brow pad and adjust the  
U Channel bracket in the front of the helmet (figure 2) just as you did for the rear. Keep in mind 
that the SCBA interfaces with your helmet in this way and most people prefer the pre-configured 
setting for the suspension to sit higher on your head (position C).
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Check out the U-Fit training video at youtube.com/BullardTV


